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A COUPLED METHOD OF MIGRATION AND TOMOGRAPHY TO ESTIMATE 
SUBSURFACE VELOCITY STRUCTURE 

EIICHI ASAKAWA’ 

ABSTRACT 

A new method t” estimate twlh subsurface s,mCt”re an* velocity 
diswibuti”” using seismic wa”e,,imeS is proposed. Rcnection tom”g- 
raphy is often used to estimate suhiurfwe veluc‘ity distribution and it 
requires an initial estimate of *e positions of reflectors because ray- 
tracing has ta be performed before tomographic inversion. Most 
conventional refiection lumugraphy determines the purition of 
re,,ecmrr using information such as well log data and seismic time 
sections. In this paper, a kind of kinematic migration of the towel- 
time data is proposed in wder to estimate the reflector positions. 
Since only traveltime data picked from the prestack seismic tmccs 
are used in this procedure, the method proposed in this paper is very 
efficient. Thir approach r,iminiltes the need for time c”nsuming 
migration and the difficulty of mytracing of the reflected waw in rhr 
cell model used in tomographic inversion. 

The basic cuncept is descrikd and then applied to a numerical 
experiment data with the detailed discussion. Finally this method is 
applied to the diltil which are obtained with a scaled model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Prestack depth migration is widely used to image complex 
structure. Accurate estimation of velocity structure is 
required before applying prestack depth migration. The con- 
ventional way to estimate velocity structure is to use stacking 
velocities. However, CMP velocity analysis does not work 
well in media which have lateral velocity variations. 

Recently, reflection tomography has been applied to the 
estimation of the velocity structure for prestack depth migra- 
tion. The tomographic approach has the advantage of handling 
the global velocity variations in cell models and it is suitable 
for cases where the lateral velocity variation is severe. 

In applying reflection tomography, the positions of the 
reflectors must be estimated before inversion of velocity dis- 
tribution because it is essential to find the reflected raypaths. 
However, most of the conventional methods handle velocity 
variations by estimating the position of the reflector using 

well logs, check shots or interpreted horizons. 
Bishop et al. (1985) first proposed reflection tomography 

to estimate both the velocity and the reflector position simul- 
taneously. Stork and Clayton (1991) proposed coupled inver- 
sion of velocity and reflector position. Their method com- 
bines transmission tomography and wave equation 
migration. It requires considerable computer time in the 
migration portion. 

A new reflection tomography approach is proposed in this 
paper. Only the two-way traveltimes of the reflection events 
picked from the prestack seismic data are analyzed to esti- 
mate both the reflector and velocity distribution. This 
method consists of two processes. The first process is a kine- 
matic migration to estimate the positions of reflectors. 
Because it does not use full migration but only a kinematic 
migration of traveltime data, it is a very efficient procedure. 
The migration used in this paper is similar to Kirchhoff 
migration, and it is essential to estimate the traveltimes on 
grid points in the depth section. Asakawa and Kawanaka 
(1993) proposed an efficient and accurate raytracing method 
in a cell model called Linear Traveltime Interpolation (LTI), 
which is suitable for tomographic analysis. LTI is applied to 
calculate traveltimes on grid points in this process. The posi- 
tion of each reflector is estimated statistically from the depth 
section on which the migrated points of the observed trwel- 
times are plotted. 

The second process is reflection tomography to estimate 
velocity variations. It is necessary but difficult to calculate 
the raypath reflected at a certain reflector in a cell model. 
The shooting method does not work well in cases of large 
velocity variations. In this paper, I present algorithm new 
raytracing for reflected waves at a certain reflector. 
Matsuoka and Eraka (I 992) proposed the raytracing of 
reflected waves using the reciprocity principle. Their method 
is an efficient way to estimate the reflection point on a 
reflector using traveltimes at grid points. LTI and raytracing 
by reciprocity are coupled to estimate the reflected raypaths 
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A COUPLED METHOD OF MlCRATlON AND TOMOGRAPHY TO ESTLMATE SLKlSLRFACE “ELOOTY STRUCTURE 
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Fig. 1. The concept of equi-two way time curve. Pi is reflection point. Tt is transmission traveltime from shot point to reflection point. Tr is reflection 
traveltime from reflection point to receiver point. The equi-two way time curve consi?& of the points which satisfy the condition that the &sewed trav- 
eltime is equal to Tf+Tr. 

in a tomographic geometry. It overcomes the trial and error traveltime data. The second is the estimation of the velocity 
approach and it is efficient. distribution. 

The first process requires the conversion of the observed 
traveltimes to depth. The basic idea is the same as used in 
kinematic Kirchhoff migration. The points which give the 
observed reflection traveltime for a certain pair of shot and 
receiver points lead to a curve in the depth section. This 
curve is called a equi-two way traveltime curve in this paper. 
The points on the curve represent all possible reflectors for a 
given traveltime. In retlection seismics, a number of shot and 
receiver pairs give such curves on the depth section. The 
most probable reflector could be extracted statistically. 

BASIC Co~cwr 

The method proposed in this paper consists of two pro- 
cesses. The first estimates the position of a reflector using 

I I 

T,: B(x,,Y, + 4 

-f------a 

7 

I 
Fig. 2. A raypath crosses the line segment AB at point C and arrives 
at the point P inside the cell. Point C is located at distance I from point 
A. The traveltime at point C is assumed to vary from TA to Ts linearly 
as r changes from 0 ( at point A) to d (at point ES). 

It is essential to estimate the equi-two way traveltime 
curves which correspond to the observed traveltimes. The 
reflection event comes from the points where the summation 
of traveltimes from the shot to the point and from the 
receiver to the point is equal to the observed traveltime, as 
shown in Figure 1. The points that satisfy the condition form 
a curve in the depth section. In a simple case where the 
velocity is constant, the curve becomes an ellipse with the 
foci at the shot and receiver points. However, in general, 
velocity variation exists and the following approach is pro- 
posed. Assume that the shot point is SP and receiver point is 
RP and that the observed traveltime is T. At first, the travel- 
times from SP are calculated at all grid points in the depth 
section. This traveltime distribution is called the transmis- 
sion traveltime map. Next, traveltimes from RP are calcu- 
lated at all grid points leading to what we call the reflection 
traveltime map. The two-way traveltime map is obtained by 
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adding the transmission and reflection traveltime maps. The 
equi-two way traveltime curve is estimated bv uickinr the T, = T, + s&ijT (y2 - y, - r)> (1) 

. . _ 
ghd points which have the two way traveltime equal to T in 
the two way traveltime map. 

A number of equi-two way traveltime curves which corre- 
spond to the shot-receiver pairs can be plotted on the same 
depth section and the most probable reflector is estimated 
from these curves which are expected to be numerous near 
the true reflector. 

The second process is to estimate the velocity distribution by 
means of reflection tomography. Raytracing is performed using 
the reflector position estimated by the first process, and then 
tomographic inversion is performed to minim& the difference 
between the calculated traveltimes and the observed travel- 
times. The velocity distribution is updated in this process. 

In reflection tomography it is essential to compute the 
reflected raypaths from the assumed reflector. In general, it is 
difficult to compute a reflected raypath in a cell model. 
Matsuoka and Ezaka (1992) proposed B theory to estimate the 
reflection point along a certain reflector on the basis of reciproc- 
ity and Fermat’s Principle. Based on their approach, the reflex- 
tion point can be obtained by finding the minimum two-way 
traveltime along the estimated reflector. Combining the travel- 
time computation by LTI and their theory, the reflection point 
on the reflector can be obtained. The raypath from shot point to 
the estimated reflection point is calculated by applying LTI 
backward process in the transmission traveltime map and the 
raypath from the reflected point to the receiver point is calcu- 
l&d using the reflection traveltime map. The two-way reflected 
raypath is obtained by connecting the two raypaths. 

LINEAR TRAVELT~ME INTERPOLATION 

In this paper, Linear Traveltime Interpolation (LTI) is 
used to calculate traveltimes and raypaths in a depth section. 
The LTI is formulated for the cell model based on Femxtt’s 
principle. The traveltime or raypath is calculated only on the 
cell boundaries and a raypath is considered to be straight in a 
certain cell with uniform velocity. This approach is suitable 
for tomographic analysis. The LTI consists of a forward and 
backward process. In the forward process, the calculation of 
traveltimes on the cell boundaries from a shot point is per- 
formed. In the backward process, the raypath from a certain 
receiver point to the shot point is traced. 

Once the forward process has been performed, the travel- 
time at an arbitrary point in the depth section can be calcu- 
lated by using the traveltimes on the boundaries of the cell 
which contains the calculated point. Consider a raypath 
crossing segment AB on a certain cell boundary and reaching 
the point P inside the cell as shown in Figure 2. The equation 
to calculate the traveltime on the point P is derived by modi- 
fying LTI’s basic equation for the forward process. Assume 
that traveltimes at points A, B, C and P are TA, TB, Tc and 
TP, then TP is given by the following equation. (The point C 

where S is the slowness inside the cell. 

Assuming that the traveltimes vary linearly on the cell 
boundary AB, so that the traveltime at point C can be calcu- 

lated by linear interpolation of the traveltimes at points A 
and B. Hence, with C at a distance r from A, Tc will vary 

linearly from TA to TB linearly as I varies from 0 to d accord- 

ing to the equation, 

Tc=TAy+T,;. (2) 

dataset of traveltimes 
I 

1 

I 

Initial model 

1 

1 

calculatiu” of 

traveltime maps 

1 

kinematic migration 

estimation of reflector 

1 

raytracing of reflected wave 

1 

reflection tomography 

estimation of velocity 

is the crossing point.) Fig. 3. Processing flowchalt of the proposed method. 
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Fig. 4. Velocity structure of the simulation model. It consists of three layers. Each layer has constant velocity (slowness). 

Hence, (I) can be rewritten as T x.--x ~ 
/’ 

=7’ +AT.V2--Yl 
d + d 

I, <S: (1’ AT’ (4) 

T,. = T,> 9 + T,,;+ S.&x, -x,)' +(y? -y, - r)f3, 

y = 
Since F&mat’s orincinle states that the minimum trwcltimc 

(5) 

at point P is the true travcltimc, the trw travcltime at poinl P 
and crossing point C can be obtained by differentiating (3) 
with respect tu r. 

whcrc AT=T,) - T,,,. Equation (4) is applied 10 all the segments 
on the cell boundaries and many travcltimcs al P crossing 

) 1100 ,200 ,300 1400 I500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 

Initial model 

Fig. 5. Initial model. 
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Fig. 6. The distribution of possible reflection points. This figure shows the histogram of the possible reflection points on each qridded point in the 
depth section. 

each segment are calculated. The minimum one is chosen as 
the true traveltime at the point P. 

Ac’ru~~. Ptwcass 

The actual procedure is shown in Figure 3. In this section, 
the procedure is illustrated using a numerical example. The 
specification of the numerical examples is shown in Table I 
and velocity model is shown in Figure 4. In this case, the 
model has two layers over a half-space. First of all, travel- 
times corresponding to retlections from the same reflector are 

picked. Here, since the model has two reflectors, two datasets 
of traveltimes have been picked before applying this method. 
The method described in the previous section is applied layer 
hy layer. The traveltime dataset of the first reflector have 
been processed and then the first layer is stripped to analyze 
the next layer. The two processes, kinematic migration and 
reflection tomography, are repeated until the estimated model 
converges, that is, the difference between observed travel- 
times and calculated traveltimes becomes suil’icicntly small. 
The detailed procedure in the kinematic migration and the 
reflection tomography is as follows. 
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Fig. 7. The extracted reflector from the distribution map of the reflection points is shown with a solid line 
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Fig. 8. Examples Of raypaths reflected at the estimated reflector 

Migration process 

(I) A vclwity Imodel which con\isls or many ccII\ i\ 
assumed as an initial mdel and i\ d~mv~~ in Figuc 5. The 
grid points WC I~ated on this \:elocity II~MI~I i~~dcl~crdmtl~ 
~1.o~ cell paramckrs. Thcsc points corresponil~ 10 ihc rmigril- 
tim image puints. 

(2) The LTI fonvanl process is applied to lhc vclcxity 
model and the Iravel~imcs cm grid points iiom illl shot points 
and rcccivcr points arc computed using equation (4). ‘I’hc 
Iranmission traveltime maps on the grid lxlinl\ or illI shop 
poinl\ md the rcIIc.ction tmvcltimc map’ OS all Ireceive, 
poinl\ WC ohuincd. 

(3) An ohwrwd tmwltinw corrrsponding 10 ii certain shut 

(4) Step (3) is rclx‘nkd IOr cvcr!- ohwwsxl Iravcltinlc 01 
lhc (ini layer. On cvci-y ilnage point. the numhcr (II the 
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Fig. 9. The estimated reflector obtained after 10 iterations 
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After 10 iterations 

Fig. IO. The velocity structure obtained after 10 iterations. 

eqoi-rwc way iraveltimc CIIIYC\ u:hich pascd on the inugc 
point is cm~nlcd as puxcssing the step 13). 

(5) After completion or \t;q!c (41. Ihc histogram 01 the 
equ-two way Irawllimc CLIWC on the discrete image point\ 
in the depth se&m is obtained md I-cprcscnt~ chc pmsihility 
of the reflection poinls aswcialed with ~hc (irs~ I.cIIcc~o~. The 
results xc shown in Figure 6. 

Chl The depth 01 the rcllccrw is cslimarcd hy picking the 

~mafe ~OLIILS with lhc ~nx~xirnurn V~IILKS on the histopl;un af 
each horimntal position. Houevcr. Ihc cdgc of the rcflcctor 
cimnot hc estimated adrcluarely because there me only a ‘midI 
numhcr o( rcllectim point\. To overcome ttrls. XI cxtr;~p~~la- 
tion technique is applied at [he cd~ch. I nolc Ihal hccww of 
usiq rntrapol:ltion. the rcllcc~ws need nu longer lie on the 
frid point\. ‘The rs~imaled rellec~r wrre\pwxling Ihc lint 
dali~sct or the Iwvcllimc ih shown in Figure 7 by :L solid line. 
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Fig. 11. Initial model for the Second layer. 
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Fig. 12. The first estimation 01 the distribution of possible reflection points ot the second layer. 

1 
I 

Reflection tomography 

(7) A raypath corresponding to a certain shot and receiver 
pair is calculated as follows. The first step is the estimation 
of the reflection point on the estimated reflector. A transmis- 
sion traveltime map and a reflection traveltime map which 
correspond to the shot and receiver points, which have been 
calculated by LTI in the kinematic migration procedure, are 
chosen. Total traveltimes from shot and receiver point arc 
calculated for every point of the estimated reflector using 
LTI equation (I). According to Matsuoka and Ezaka (1992), 
the reflection point is obtained by searching the point which 
has the minimum two way traveltime along the reflector. The 
LTI backward process is applied to the transmission travel- 

time map to get the transmission raypath from the shot to the 
reflection point. The LTI backward process is also applied to 
the reflection traveltime map to find the reflection raypath 
from the reflection point to the receiver point. By connecting 
the two raypaths, the raypath from the shot point to the 
receiver point through the reflection point on the reflector is 
calculated. One example of the raypath is shown in Figure 8. 

(8) After the calculation of the raypaths for all pairs of 
shots and receivers, the observation equation for tomography 
analysis is obtained as 

AS=T (6) 

where A is the observation matrix. Each element, uN’ is the 
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Fig. 13. The estimated second reflector after 10 iterations 
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Fig. 14. The estimated velocity structure of the second layer after 10 iteratiom 

lrnrth of the i-th raypath hxvclinp in 11~ j-ill cell. S is the 
c~,lumn vcc,w of sIownesses. ,Y/. which is slou~n~~s in [hc j-th 
cell. 1‘ is the c~~lumn VC‘CUII ofihe u\,cltimes. i,. which is the 
observed trwcltimc of fhr i Ah raypa~h 

A=Aa+Ah (7) 

whew Aa has the elenwn1~ in ihc i-tll cell ahwc rhc reilcctw 
;uxl Ah has the i-lh in ~hc cell below lhc ~flector. 

WC now compute the Iravcltitne VCCL~II ‘1‘1 in fhe first layct 
2s 
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(91 In order to solve lhc ohwr\‘alion equacim in step (8). a 
backprojccrion rechniquc is oscd. Solulion OS Ihc observation 
equation gi\-es the updated wlociry (or slownc~~) wuctu~c 
ahove the estim:ltcd retlecror. 

C 10) Then the kinenutic mipration process is applied q:Gn 
10 ihe opdatcd mwlcl. Steps ( I l-(9) xc repeated until Ihc dif- 
ference hciween calcul~rtcd and ohservcd travcltimes 
lhccome~ small cnuueh or the eslinuwd model convclgcs. 
I;igtrc c) shows the wsull of dcrermining the reflector and 
Fisurc IO shows lhc velocity distribution uhlained after IO 
Iteration>. 

Iteration over the reflector 

Once the first rellcc~or and the velocily slructure above the 
rcllector are obt;lined the next layer i\ dclcnninrd under Ihc 
condilion that the first rellcctor xnd rhe velocity structure 
above rhc ICSICC~O~ are l’xcd. Constant velocity \~ructu~-e 
below the fir51 reflector is aw~mcd as shown in Figure I I. 
The applicalion of kinem;ltic migration procc~~ LO the 
ohserved Iravcltimc of the second rcflecror is shown in 
Figure I?. After the cslimatiurl of the second rellector. ray 
Iracinf i% pcrformcd as before and Ihc ohsrwation qualion 
wne a\ equation (6) is s~btained. 

In order 10 updalc only the velocity below the firs1 rcllcc- 
tar. the uhscrvation squtiun is modified as follows. The 
observation Imatrix is partitioned into ~wu parts which cow 
tain the clcmenls above and below the fir\1 rel’lector. 
Specilically. 

Tc=bS (XJ 

whrl-e S is lhc cstimutrd sI~nvncs\ in the li~51 Iaycr. The tram- 
clCmc vcctw within Ihc ICC~NKI layer. ‘TX is ohtaincd hy sub- 
l!-acring TI from the uhscrvcd travel[inlc 1‘. Finally lhc 
ohsuvatiox qualion hclou lhc First ~.cJIcc~~ar is i~hlaincd as 

AhS=Tz. I’)) 

This cclui~tion is wlvcd thy hackpwjwliOn and the upd;~tcd 
vrlocity is oblained in lhc second layer. 

Repesin~ the ahove pmcedurc. Ihe swond rcllcctw and 
lhc velocity SITUCIUIC in the srwnd Iaycr u’r irhtaincd. l’he 
result SW the second layer is shown in Fi:ol-es 11.14. The 
final rrwlt i\ oh~~inrd hy repcalinf lhr ahilvc \Icps I:lyer hy 
layer unlil all traxhimc d:lt;wts arc lprocc~~l. 

In the numerical exi~n~plc dcwihed ahovc. the first ali- 
marion of the backqound xlocity. withcxo any assumptiw 
conccl-ning the position of the first rcllecror is 2500 tmiec. 
Aftsl- rep lfd. the estimalcd depth of the rc~lccfw is nwrly 
I .?S tinta deeper Dean Ihc true depth 01’ 401) n,. This l’irht 
c\timation i\ rcasonahle bec;usc the true vclwity is ?OOO 
mlscc and the Iravcltime i\ [hc product or deplh and slow 
ncss. Aftu rcllcc~ior~ ton~o~raphy is applied. [he estimalcd 
velocity is slightly less than X10 n~ixsc. Thih ih hecaucc 
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Fig. 15. Number of iterations vs. (a) residual velocity, (b) reflector position and (c) traveltime. The left y-axis indicates values of the first layer and 
right one indicates the Second layer. 
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Fig. 16. Velocity structure of physical SC& model. 

there are many raypaths with different offsets. If the data are tars and velocities above the reflectors are obtained. If there 
all zero-offset, the estimated velocity should he 2500 m/xc are a number of traveltime datasets, they are processed layer 
naturally and this method does not work well. by layer. 

Since the velocity is estimated as less than 2500 m/xx, the 
second iteration of the migration process gives a slightly 
shallower depth than 500 m. Reflection tomography applied 
to the shallower reflector gives the lower velocity because 
the raypath is shorter and the traveltime is fixed. After itera- 
tion, the depth of the reflector becomes the true depth of 400 
m and the velocity is 2000 m/xc. Once the true depth and 
velocity are obtained, further iteration does not change the 
depth or velocity. Figure 15(a)-(c) show the residuals of 
velocity, retlector position and traveltime when the number 
of iterations increases. In this example. ten iterations are 
enough to achieve convergence for the first layer. 

The most time consuming process in this method is the 
calculation of traveltimes using the LTI forward process. 
Since the results of the LTI forward process are used twice, 
once in migration and again in reflection tomography, the 
method presented in this paper is efficient. 

Application to physical scale model data 

Once the depth of the first reflector and the velocity above 
the reflector are estimated, the velocity below the reflector is 
assumed as 2850 m/xc, the true velocity being 2500 m/xc. 
The migration process is applied again to the assumed model 
and the estimated reflector recovered at a depth greater than the 
true depth of 800 tn. Reflection tomography is applied to the 
estimated reflector under the condition that the velocity of the 
first layer is fixed. Then the estimated velocity is lower than 
2850 m/xc. This process is repeated until the model converges. 

This method is applied to actual dataset obtained in the 
physical scale model which consists of various epoxy-rubber. 
The top layer is water filled over the physical model. The 
exact velocity structure is shown in Figure 16. The dominant 
frequency of piezoelectric transmitter is I MHz and the scale 
factor is 10000. The specification of the dataset is shown in 
Table 2. The total number of traces is about 20000. The 
actual data of a common shot gather are shown in Figure 17. 

Accuracy of the position of the second reflector is worse 
then ttnt of the first reflector. The reason is that the number 
of the relatively large offset raypaths is small. Since two 
datasets of traveltimes are used in this example, two reflec- 

In this physical scale model, there are 6 dipping reflectors 
over a half-space. It is difficult to pick up reflection events 
corresponding to all the reflectors. Instead, the first arrival 
and the traveltime reflected at the bottom of the model which 
are rather intense events are picked and analyzed. The retlec- 
tion events corresponding to these events are shown in 
Figure 17. In some tracts, it is difficult to determine the 
reflection events from the bottom hecause of low S/N ratios 
or multiples. Only the rellection events picked clearly are 
analyad in this case. 
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Common shot gather at SP 4.5 
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Fig. 17. Common shot gather obtained by scale model. Shot point (SP) is 45 (refer Fig. 16). (A) indicates the reflection events from the top of the 
model and (B) indicates the reflection events from the bottom. (C) indicates the multiple reflection events from the top. 
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Fig. 18. The top figure shows the celI mod&d velocity strucIure of the physical model. The bottom shows the final velocity stnxture estimated after 
7 iterations. 

The ohjectivc is LU estimate velocity st~~lurc between the 
top rellcc~or (u’;ucr-model interface) and the bottom retlec- 
for. The pwilion of the first rsfiector wars estimated using the 

dataset of Sirst arrival Iravrhimr. In this cast the exact wloc- 
ity 0S wiltcr was :ivrn and only one ilcrxlion was Ineeded to 
~stinx~t~ the position OS the rcllcclor. Aitcr a position 01 the 
first rellcc~or was obrained. the wxnd dalaxt was analyred. 
In this ;malysis. it required 7 iterations to converge. ~11 linli- 
tafion fo the second rc~lc~t~r or vsloci~y disll-ibulion wa 

taken in thih procedure. The initial n~xlel or lhc second 
rr~lcctor assumtxi constan velocily mudcl (Vp=4.0knr/\) 
below the estinuled lirst intcrf&e. Figure IX show\ lhc final 

result. It show\ the velocity vxiation in Ihc secw~d layer 
clzarly. Kellec~ion tomography uses nearly vutical raypaths 

and it is sensitive to 131cr31 vclociry variation. whereas cross- 
well tomopraphy using nearly horizontal raypaths is witablc 
to rtx~lvc the vertical velocity vxialion 

In case of its appllwion to thr actual sciunic data. this 
method is applicable to the dalasers which arc picked up only 
from the main rcflcctors. Tonri,fraphic analysis doe\ no1 
give the c\Linulion 01 the sharp intcr(Iu hut gives the la~rill 
velocily \;ari;~tions. So \*c cau xc Lhc reflector in~crl;u vu- 
alion <HI the tom,,:raphic rcsuI~. 

A IWSU ~netl~ml IO i‘sf~r~~al~ holh rcIIccw position and 
\;elocity sinlultanenosly is prcscn~cd in rhis paper. This 
mclhod is efficient and wII-consistcnl. because il rcqoircs 
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only traveltimes of reflection events of prestack seismic data. 
The tomographic approach to estimate the velocity stmc- 

ture is effective in the case where the velocities vary hori- 
zontally, because it can handle the global velocity stmcture 
in the cell model that is more flexible than the layered 
model. However it has difficulties in estimating reflected 
raypaths and reflector position in the cell model. The pro- 
posed method overcomes the difficulties to estimate the 
reflected raypaths, interfaces and velocities in the cell model. 

This method is applicable not only for seismic reflection 
tomography but also VSP or crosswell reflection tomogre- 
phy. In VSP especially, since controlled depth points in the 
well are available, a particularly accurate estimation of 
reflector depths and velocities is possible. 

In practical application, the larger the number of raypaths 
which are used in the inversion process, the higher will be 
the resolution of the final image. 
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